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LETTER FROM THE HEAD OF THE LIBIN
CARDIOVASCULAR INSTITUTE
Todd Anderson, MD, FRCPC
Director, Libin Cardiovascular Institute
Head, Department of Cardiac Sciences
Foothills Medical Centre
C849 1403 29th Street NW
Calgary, Alberta T2N 2T9
Ph: 403-944-1033
Fx: 403-944-1592

October 13, 2011

Attendees
Cardiac Rehabilitation Symposium
Canadian Cardiovascular Congress 2011
Re:

Early Cardiac Access Clinic

Growing literature strongly supports the long held belief that cardiac rehabilitation particularly
after a cardiac event has a number of benefits for it’s participants. This includes risk factor
modification, education about one’s disease, and return to work. Canadian data including
information from the University of Calgary also confirms that cardiac rehabilitation is associated
with a lower overall mortality and rate of hospitalization.
One of the stumbling blocks had been timely access to rehabilitation and a standard care
pathway for individuals with acute coronary syndromes in the hospital. In 2008, the Cardiac
Wellness Institute of Calgary in conjunction with the Libin Cardiovascular Institute, embarked on
a program of early cardiac access. This began as a pilot project where individuals with ST
elevation myocardial were automatically triaged to an early discharge clinic and were seen
promptly after discharge. Full cardiac rehabilitation then occurred in an expedited fashion. This
early cardiac access clinic has been a large success and we feel it is a model that should be
expanded to the ACS population and in other centres. This has been an effective joint model
between Alberta Health Services, the Libin Cardiovascular Institute, and the Cardiac Wellness
Institute, and has provided very positive benefits for our participants. The logistics of setting up
this model will be discussed in detail at the symposium and are not trivial. This model has also
provided opportunity for expanded research in this area that is yielding very positive initial
results. Dr. Aggarwal and his team are to be congratulated for spearheading this initiative and
trying to move it forward in a number of other jurisdictions. I am confident that interesting
exchange will occur at the symposium that will allow a general expansion and improvement of
rehabilitation ideas throughout Canada. I wish you the best for this interesting and important
symposium.
Regards,

Todd Anderson, MD, FRCPC
Professor and Head,
Dept of Cardiac Sciences/University of Calgary
Director, Libin Cardiovascular Institute

Taking excellence to heart
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CARDIAC REHABILITATION PROGRAM OVERVIEW

CARDIAC REHABILITATION PROGRAM
Cardiac Wellness Institute of Calgary, Inc.

The Cardiac Wellness Institute of Calgary’s (CWIC) cardiac rehabilitation program is a
customized exercise and education program to help you recover from your recent heart
event. Studies have shown that participating in cardiac rehabilitation can help you:
- regain strength and improve overall fitness;
- prevent your condition from worsening;
- reduce your risk of future heart problems by identifying your risk factors and

changing lifestyle habits that put you at risk (i.e. losing weight, quitting smoking)

- decrease the chance of a second heart attack or heart event; and,
- improve quality of life.

During your participation in our program, you will be followed by a team of doctors,
registered nurses, certified clinical exercise specialists and registered dietitians who will
work closely with you to help you recover from your heart event, through:
- Medical Follow-Up: Ongoing medical follow-up is an important part of our program.

Through doctor’s appointments and medical monitoring, your healthcare team is able
to tailor an exercise and lifestyle change program that is safe and effective for you.

- Supervised Exercise Program: Our 12-week medically-supervised exercise program

helps to improve your cardiovascular fitness through walking, cycling and other
endurance activities. Exercise sessions are held twice a week at Talisman Centre to
help you establish an exercise routine that you will be able to maintain on your own.
You'll be taught proper exercise techniques, such as warming up and stretching, how
to use exercise equipment safely and the importance of target heart rate in exercise.

- Support for Lifestyle Change: Our program also offers individual appointments with a

registered dietitian, along with a variety of classes that are free to CWIC clients for up
to two years following your 12-week exercise program. From seeking advice about
heart healthy eating or managing stress to getting support for quitting smoking, our
healthcare team can work with you to set goals for lifestyle change and help you work
towards them.

- Long-term Support: Several programs are available for those who want ongoing

support of lifestyle changes, including the Lean on Me weight management support
group and the Lifestyle Maintenance Exercise Program. There is an additional fee for
these programs.

Enclosed you will find the informational DVD, ‘Cardiac Rehabilitation – Your Journey to
Heart Health’. Before your exercise stress test, please take a moment to watch this video
and review the attached pages that provide additional information about our program.
Joining a cardiac rehabilitation program is an important step on your road to recovery.
We look forward to working with you to achieve your heart health goals.
Yours in heart health,
Medical Director, Cardiac Wellness Institute of Calgary
Cardiac Wellness Institute of Calgary  2225 Macleod Trail S. Calgary, AB T2G 5B6 p: 403-571-6950 f: 403-571-6974
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RISK FACTOR HANDOUTS
A Sample of Educational Resources Given to ECAC Patients
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ECAC FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
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CARDIAC WELLNESS INSTITUTE OF CALGARY

ECAC PATIENT SCREENING CHECKLIST

PATIENT NAME:

EDC AND ECAC SCREENING CHECKLIST
CARDIAC WELLNESS INSTITUTE OF CALGARY (CWIC)
FIRST APPOINTMENT DATE AT CWIC:
(7 Days From Admission Date to 14 Days From Discharge Date)

BLOOD WORK TO BE REPEATED IF ABOVE DATE IS AFTER:
(1 Month After Admission date)

ACS
❍

EDC Candidate

❍

ECAC Candidate

❒

STEMI

❒

OTHER: ECAC Candidate
−
−
−
−

[

❍ High risk
❍ Low risk

[

❍ High risk
❍ Low risk

NSTEMI
Unstable Angina
Positive Thallium with medical management
Recent Angiogram/PCI

1. Residing within 100km of Calgary

❒ YES

EDC CANDIDATE
2. Confirmed diagnosis of a low risk STEMI
¥ PCI within 6 hours of chest pain onset
¥ Definitive chest pain of 6 hours or less to PCI
o Review Admission History, APPROACH Admission Detail sheet,
APPROACH Admission History sheet
¥
¥

¥

❒ YES

If >6 hours of chest pain, confirm TnT < 0.05 at first draw
OR
TNK within 3 hours of chest pain onset
− Confirm TnT < 0.03 at first draw prior to TNK

❒ YES

Determination of low risk as per Cadillac Risk Score (0-2) at time of PCI
− Review Interventional Cardiology Physician’s Progress Notes

❒ YES

3. Angiographic evidence of complete revascularization prior to discharge for
index hospitalization.

❒ YES

❒ YES

¥

Angioplasty completed

❒ YES

¥

If multivessel disease present
− Revascularized as an inpatient
OR
− There is a plan if >80% disease in Cx, LM, LAD and RCA vessels
OR
− Medically managed if < 80% vessel disease

❒ YES

OFFICE USE ONLY:
BOOKING DETAILS:

1
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4. Exclusion criteria: (MUST BE NO)
¥

Prolonged hospitalization period
− Greater than 10 days from STEMI admission

❒ NO

¥

In-hospital complication(s) that would preclude early EST
− Untreated anemia, cardiogenic shock, pneumonia, in-hospital
MI, CHF

❒ NO

¥

Require revascularization via coronary artery bypass grafting

❒ NO

¥

Treated with thrombolytic therapy without subsequent
angiography (unknown coronary anatomy)

❒ NO

¥

Physical, neurological or mental illness that would preclude having
a EST
− Fractured leg, severe asthma, dementia, stroke

❒ NO

ECAC CANDIDATE
IF ABOVE POINTS 2 AND/OR 3 ARE ‘NO’ AND/OR POINT 4 IS YES

o
o
o
o
o
o

=

ECAC CANDIDATE

TWO CATEGORIES FOR ECAC CANDIDATE
HIGH RISK CANDIDATE
LOW RISK CANDIDATE
Cardiac arrest during hospitalization
Heart failure during admission
Left ventricular thrombus
None of those listed in the
high risk candidate
Catheter related complication (retroperitoneal bleed,
atrioventricular fistula, untreated pseudoaneurysm)
column
Awaiting outpatient PCI or CABG
Severe LV dysfunction (EF < 35%)

PRIMARY OR RESCUE PCI – CADILLAC RISK SCORE (0-2 SCORE)
RISK FACTOR

POINTS

LVEF <40%

4

Killip class 2/3

3

Renal insufficiency (estimated creatinine clearance <60mL/min)*

3

TIMI flow grade after PCI of 0 to 2

2

Age > 65 years

2

Anemia (hematocrit <39% in men and <36% in women)

2

Triple-vessel disease

2

* eCCr = (140-age) x kg x constant (1.23 for men or 1.04 for women) (serum) Creatinine µmol/L
(Cockcroft-Gault formula for calculating eCCr)

2

|
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SCRIPT FOR BOOKING APPOINTMENTS

SAMPLE APPOINTMENT BOOKING SCRIPT
EARLY CARDIAC ACCESS CLINIC ❘ CARDIAC WELLNESS INSTITUTE OF CALGARY
Hello. May I speak to [Mr/Ms patient name]
This is [name of person calling]. I am calling on behalf of Dr. [name of referring cardiologist] who
looked after you while you were recently in hospital. He has asked that you been seen in the next
4 to 10 days for a follow-up appointment with one of our doctors here at the Cardiac Wellness
Institute.
It is important for you to you to come to this appointment with the doctor to see how you are
doing since leaving the hospital and make any necessary changes to your medical care that will
optimize how you are doing. The information from the visit will be sent back to Dr. [cardiologist]
and your family doctor to assist them in managing your long-term care.
The visit will be similar to doctor’s appointment with your family doctor. The doctor will do a
cardiovascular exam, where they will listen to your heart, take your blood pressure and review
your medical history. We encourage you to bring a guest with you, as this is a great time to ask
any questions you may have since leaving the hospital.
I can book this 30-minute appointment for you on [date of clinic visit].
We are located in the basement level of the Talisman Centre, 2225 McLeod Trail South (white
tented building, along the river, across from the Saddledome). There is large parking lot, where
you can park for free. We suggest patients use the south entrance of the building (near the far
end of the parking lot from where you first drive in). There is designated handicap parking and
during core business hours there is a parking lot attendant that can assist you with finding an
ideal place to park if you need help.
Once in the building you need to go to the main customer service desk, which is in middle of the
main level (past Good Earth and Jugo Juice). Just tell the customer service staff member that
you are coming to Cardiac Wellness. They will ask that you sign in and will let you through the
main entrance. Once at the bottom of the stairs (or lower level by elevator) signs will direct you
to our office.
Following this initial doctor’s appointment, the doctor will ask that you book an appointment for
an exercise stress test. This test allows the doctor to determine how well your heart is doing and
how some of your medications are working. The information from the test can also be used to
give you a specific exercise program designed for your overall fitness and health. Results from this
test are also sent to your family doctor to help guide return to work decisions.
At this appointment, the doctor will discuss your plans to modify any lifestyle factors that may
help to improve your heart health. As Dr. [cardiologist] recommended, you will also be
encouraged to take part in the cardiac rehabilitation program. At your first visit we will provide
you with more information about the program to help you decide if you would like to attend.
Before I let you go I would like to confirm your appointment date and location: [date, location].
Please bring a guest, a list of your medications and your Alberta Health Card.
If you require further information before the appointment, please do not hesitate to call our
office at 403-571-6950. We are open Monday – Friday from 7:30 – 4:30.
Do you have any questions at this point? Great, we will see you [date and time].
© CARDIAC WELLNESS INSTITUTE OF CALGARY
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ECAC ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESS: DOCTOR APPOINTMENT

PATIENT LABEL:
Date:

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESS: DOCTOR APPOINTMENT
EARLY CARDIAC ACCESS CLINIC  CARDIAC WELLNESS INSTITUTE OF CALGARY

ADMINISTRATION TEAM ROLE FOR THE ECAC DOCTOR’S APPOINTMENT



PREPARATION FOR APPOINTMENT:
Patient’s Chart Prepped:
o Admin will put the chart together and place it in the pink ‘Initial Charts for Exercise
Stress Tests’ chart slot
Paperwork available at front desk:
o Welcome letter
o ‘Preparing For Your Exercise Stress Test’ sheet
o ‘Patient Information’ sheet
Look on clinic’s Daily Schedule to see which RN is assigned to clinic
Chart is pulled by admin for the appointment
o Date is stamped on Progress Notes with reason for this upcoming appointment
o Place the ECAC Cardiologist’s Worksheet in manila chart in front of the Progress Notes



START OF APPOINTMENT:
Patient will arrive 15 minutes early
o Admin will request patient to arrive 15 minutes early for this appointment
Introduce self and welcome patient to CWIC
Give patient:
o Welcome letter
Ask patient to read this letter while waiting to see Cardiologist
o ‘Preparing For Your Exercise Stress Test’
o ‘Patient Information’ sheet
Refer patient to ‘Patient Information’ sheet
Collect this sheet before patient leaves clinic
o If there is time, ask patient to read the ‘Frequently Asked Questions’ handout while
waiting (common questions for the Cardiologist)
This ‘Frequently Asked Questions’ handout is in the waiting room and exam rooms
Take patient to exam room
Explain to patient why they are at CWIC today
o Dialogue: You were referred to the Cardiac Wellness Institute of Calgary by the
Cardiologist who saw you in the hospital. This is the first of 2 appointments. Today,
you will be seen by Dr* [Last Name], one of our Cardiologists, who will assess your

© CARDIAC WELLNESS INSTITUTE OF CALGARY
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CARDIAC WELLNESS INSTITUTE OF CALGARY

PATIENT LABEL:

heart status. Your next appointment will either be an exercise stress test or further
follow-up appointments based on his findings today.
Explain today’s appointment to patient
o Dialogue: Dr. [Last Name] will do a cardiovascular (heart) assessment. I need to do
an ECG and blood pressure to prepare you for your appointment with Dr. [Last
Name]. Dr. [Last Name] will discuss his findings with you and your next step.
While patient is waiting for the Cardiologist, ask him/her to read the ‘Frequently Asked
Questions’ handout.
o Dialogue: The medical staff has developed a ‘Frequently Asked Questions Handout’.
This handout provides an overview of some common questions that patients have
following a heart event. If you have any questions about this handout, I can ask one
of the nurses to assist you after the cardiologist sees you.
o ‘Frequently Asked Questions’ handout in waiting room and exam rooms.



END OF APPOINTMENT:

Meet patient at administration desk
Review Cardiologist’s orders/plan

A) IF NEXT APPOINTMENT IS AN EXERCISE STRESS TEST:



Book Exercise Stress Test
Enter appointment in the designated ECAC Exercise Stress Test appointment spot in
Mediplan
Enter Exercise Stress Test in CWICstart
Write the Exercise Stress Test date on the Welcome letter
Refer patient to ‘Preparing For Your Exercise Stress Test’ sheet



Book ordered tests(s)
If booking a Thallium test, ask patient weight and height
Give patient the test brochure(s) that outlines the test prep(s) and reasons for the test(s)
Write ordered test(s) date(s) on the test brochure(s)
Enter test(s) in CWICstart



Give the ‘Cardiac Rehabilitation Program’ letter and DVD to patient
Dialogue: This letter and DVD provides an overview of our Cardiac Rehabilitation
program; please read this letter and watch the DVD (on your home computer or DVD
player) prior to your exercise stress test appointment. Dr. [Referring Dr.] has
recommended that you attend the program so please consider if you would like to
proceed; we can book you into the program when you return for your exercise stress test
appointment. We can also answer any questions that you may have about the program
at that time.



After the Cardiologist is finished with the chart, the chart is given to the designated Admin to:
Place all acquired sheets from appointment into chart
Update the following from the ‘Patient Information’ sheet:

© CARDIAC WELLNESS INSTITUTE OF CALGARY
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PATIENT LABEL:

o CWICstart, Mediplan and Referral worksheet
File the ‘Patient Information’ sheet in the patient’s green chart under the ‘GXT and
Exercise Adherence Data’ sheet



The ECAC Admin Clinic designate will:
Chart in the Progress Notes:
o The exercise stress test appointment is booked
o All of the appointments/tests that are booked
Place chart in the pink ‘Initial Charts for ESTs’ chart slot



The ECAC Admin Clinic designate will assign patient to ES and RN Care Team at the end of
the week:
Enter patient’s Exercise Specialist and RNs into CWICstart
Send an email to the Exercise Specialist and RNs with their ECAC patient list

B) IF NEXT APPOINTMENT IS ECAC DOCTOR’S FOLLOW-UP APPOINTMENT:



Book ECAC Doctor’s Follow-Up appointment:
Enter appointment in the designated ECAC Doctor’s appointment spot in Mediplan
Enter ECAC Doctor’s Follow-Up appointment date in CWICstart
Write the Doctor’s Follow-Up appointment date on the Welcome letter



Book ordered tests(s):
If booking a Thallium test, ask patient weight and height
Give patient the test brochure(s) that outlines the test prep(s) and reasons for the test(s)
Write ordered test(s) date(s) on the test brochure(s)
Enter test(s) in CWICstart



Give patient ‘Cardiac Rehabilitation Program’ letter and DVD:
Dialogue: This letter and DVD provides an overview of our Cardiac Rehabilitation
program; please read this letter and watch the DVD (on your home computer or DVD
player) prior to your exercise stress test appointment. Dr. [referring Dr.] has
recommended that you attend the program so please consider if you would like to
proceed; we can book you into the program when you return for your exercise stress test
appointment. We can also answer any questions that you may have about the program
at that time.



After the Cardiologist is finished with the chart, the chart is given to the designated Admin to:
Place all acquired sheets from appointment into chart
Update the following from the ‘Patient Information’ sheet
o CWICstart, Mediplan and Referral worksheet
File the ‘Patient Information’ sheet in the patient’s green chart under the ‘GXT and
Exercise Adherence Data’ sheet



The ECAC Admin Clinic designate will:
Chart in the Progress Notes:
o The ECAC Doctor’s Follow-Up appointment is booked
o All of the appointments/tests that are booked
Put chart on the RN team’s desk

© CARDIAC WELLNESS INSTITUTE OF CALGARY
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PATIENT LABEL:

o
o



RN will put the patient on HOLD
RN will notify Admin staff when patient off of HOLD

The ECAC Admin Clinic designate will assign patient to ES and RN Care Team at the end of
the week
Enter patient’s Exercise Specialist and RNs into the CWICstart
Send an email to the Exercise Specialists and RNs with their ECAC patient list

NOTE:
Patient is NOT given the red resource binder until the exercise stress test appointment
At the second ECAC (or more) Doctor’s follow-up appointment(s), follow from above as
necessary:
1. If next appointment is Exercise Stress Test
2. If next appointment is ECAC Doctor’s Follow-Up Appointment

C) IF PATIENT NOT INTERESTED IN CONTINUING WITH THE ECAC PROGRAM:



Give patient the red resource binder:
Explain that this binder has educational material and information about our program
o Chapter 2 reviews what coronary artery disease is, overview of risk factors and
commonly asked questions from patients such as when you can drive, return to
work etc.
o Chapter 4 has nutrition education
o Chapter 5 reviews exercise and heart disease



After the Cardiologist is finished with the chart, the chart is given to the designated Admin to:
Place all acquired sheets from appointment into chart



The ECAC Admin Clinic designate will:
Chart in Progress Notes that patient is not interested in the ECAC Program at this time
Email the RN and Exercise Specialist team that the patient is not interested in the ECAC
Program at this time
Give chart to designated admin for discharge process to be completed

NOTE: THIS ECAC PROCESS DOCUMENT
Will be filed in the patient’s manila chart behind the blue ‘Medication Record’ sheet
Always work off the original process document; a second process document is not to be
started
Check off and initial each box when the boxed section is complete
If your entry is on a different date from when the patient’s document was originally dated,
date your new entry along with your initials

© CARDIAC WELLNESS INSTITUTE OF CALGARY
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ECAC DOCTOR ASSESSMENT SHEET
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EXERCISE STRESS TEST INSTRUCTIONS
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ECAC ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESS: EXERCISE STRESS TEST

PATIENT LABEL:
Date:

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESS: EXERCISE STRESS TEST
EARLY CARDIAC ACCESS CLINIC  CARDIAC WELLNESS INSTITUTE OF CALGARY

ADMINISTRATION TEAM ROLE FOR THE ECAC EXERCISE STRESS TEST (EST)



PREPARATION FOR APPOINTMENT:



START OF APPOINTMENT:



END OF APPOINTMENT:

Confirm that patient’s chart has the consult letter from the ECAC Doctor’s appointment
o The Administration Assistant (AA) pulling charts should confirm the letter is filed
when the chart is pulled for the Exercise Stress Test (EST). If the consult letter is not
in the chart, request the letter and chart in the Progress Notes that this request has
been made.
o At check-in the AA greeting the patient should confirm the consult letter is
available
Confirm that the ‘Patient Information’ sheet is completed and is in the patient’s chart
Look on clinic’s Daily Schedule to see which RN is assigned to clinic

Welcome patient back to CWIC
Enter patient arrival time on the clinic’s Daily Schedule
If the ‘Patient Information’ sheet is not completed ask patient to complete it and to return
it to the front desk
o Ensure that the demographic information matches that entered in CWICstart and
Mediplan. If necessary, update the information in both DBs and referral worksheet
and file the patient information sheet in the green chart. Initial the information
sheet indicating the information has been confirmed and corrected.
Give the HADS, SF12 and DASI (Introduction) Survey to patient
o Dialogue: We ask that you complete 3 surveys (HADs, SF12 and DASI) to give us a
sense of how you are feeling both physically and mentally about returning to your
normal activities of daily living. If you join our program, we will ask you to fill these
out again at the end of the program to compare the results.
o Collect these forms before patient leaves clinic
Meet patient at administration desk
Review Cardiologist’s orders/plan and book necessary tests
Determine if patient is interested in participating in cardiac rehabilitation

OPTION A: PATIENT IS INTERESTED IN PROGRAM

Refer to laminated „Cardiac Rehabilitation Program‟ letter to answer any program questions

IF PATIENT IS TO START EXERCISE:



Book first day of exercise:
Inform patient which days he/she will be exercising
o Ask patient what time he/she wants to exercise at
o Inform patient that this time can be changed at a later date if necessary

© CARDIAC WELLNESS INSTITUTE OF CALGARY
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PATIENT LABEL:

Write this date on the „Getting Started With Cardiac Rehab‟ sheet
Inform patient of care team by referencing the „Healthcare Team Contact Information‟
sheet (stapled to „Getting Started With Cardiac Rehab‟)
o Look up patient‟s care team in CWICstart
o Check off patient‟s RN/Exercise Specialist team
o Encourage patient to call the RN/Exercise Specialist team if he/she has any
questions
Enter first day of exercise in CWICstart
NOTE: IF PATIENT ASKS TO SWITCH EXERCISE DAYS
Inform patient of new RN team and that he/she will learn who the Exercise
Specialist is on the first day of exercise
o If patient would like to speak to an Exercise Specialist before the first day
of exercise, ask patient to call the clinic and an Exercise Specialist will be
available to speak to him/her
Email the RN and Exercise Specialist groups to inform them the change and
update CWICstart
o The Exercise Specialist that assigns him/herself to the patient will email the
Admin and RN groups to inform them of this



Book NO/EWO Class:
Write this date on the „Getting Started With Cardiac Rehab‟ sheet
Refer to the explanation of this class on this same sheet
Enter this date in the K Drive: Initial appointments/Nutrition Emotional Wellness Class 2011
Enter this date in CWICstart



Give patient two (2) consent forms to fill out:
Dialogue: Please read the following 2 consent forms. The first outlines the details of our
program and your willingness to agree to the participation terms. The other consent
outlines how we manage your medical information and asks if you would consider being
involved in future research studies should you qualify. If you have any questions about
the terms of the consents please do not hesitate to ask.
Collect the Consent forms before patient leaves clinic
o Ensure patient has initialed consent form, instead of an “x” or “”



Give patient the red resource binder:
Explain that this binder has educational material and information about our program
o Chapter 2 reviews what coronary artery disease is, overview of risk factors and
commonly asked questions from patients such as when you can drive, return to
work etc.
o Chapter 4 has nutrition education
o Chapter 5 reviews exercise and heart disease
o Chapter 6 has the education class schedule
Review how to book education classes

 Collect fee:

Offer the different payment options
Collect full fee, reduced fee or installment payment
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PATIENT LABEL:

It patient cannot pay in full or needs the fee waived, give patient the „Application For
Program Fee Assistance‟ form to complete
o Give completed „Application For Program Fee Assistance‟ form to the Program
Manager

 After the Cardiologist is finished with the chart, it is given to the designated Admin staff to:
Compile and mail the Exercise Stress Test Reports
Enter hospital lab work into CWICstart under „Initial Lab Work‟
Enter smoking status, weight and BMI in CWICstart
Print off the Risk Factor Profile sheets x 2 and place on front of green chart
Place all acquired sheets from appointment into chart

 The ECAC Admin Clinic designate will chart in progress notes:

All of the appointments that were booked
The fee:
o The payment option that was chosen
o If patient completed the „Application For Program Fee Assistance‟ form and it was
filed for the Program Manager or designate



The designated Admin will:
Enter the Consent forms into CWICstart
Ensure that the first day of exercise and NO/EWO dates were entered where necessary
Place chart on the RN team‟s desk
o RN will complete the Risk Factor Profile process

IF PATIENT IS NOT TO START EXERCISE:



Follow Cardiologist’s orders:
Book ordered test(s)
If booking a Thallium test, ask patient weight and height
Give patient the test brochure(s) that outlines the test prep(s) and reasons for the test(s)
Write ordered test(s) date(s) on the test brochure(s)
Enter test(s) in CWIC Start Database
Book follow-up appointment to review test(s) □
o Enter follow-up appointment in CWICstart



Give patient the red resource binder:
Explain that this binder has educational material and information about our program
o Chapter 2 reviews what coronary artery disease is, overview of risk factors and
commonly asked questions from patients such as when you can drive, return to
work etc.
o Chapter 4 has nutrition education
o Chapter 5 reviews exercise and heart disease
o Chapter 6 has the education class schedule
Review how to book education classes
Place the „Healthcare Team Contact Information‟ form in the front of the binder
o Look up patient‟s care team in CWICstart
o Check off patient‟s RN/ES team
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PATIENT LABEL:

o

Encourage patient to call the RN/ES team if he/she has any questions



After the Cardiologist is finished with the chart, the chart is given to the designated Admin to:
Compile and mail the Exercise Stress Test Reports
Enter hospital lab work into CWICstart under „Initial Lab Work‟
Enter smoking status, weight and BMI in CWICstart
Print off the Risk Factor Profile sheets x 2 and place on front of green chart
Place all acquired sheets from appointment into chart



The ECAC Admin Clinic designate will chart in progress notes:
All of the appointments that were booked



The ECAC Admin Clinic designate will ensure:
All tests and follow-up appointments were entered into CWICstart
Put chart on the RN team‟s desk
RN will put the patient on HOLD
o RN will notify Admin staff when patient is off of HOLD

NOTE: ONCE THE PATIENT BOOKS HIS/HER FIRST DAY OF EXERCISE, COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING:
 Give patient the two (2) Consent forms to fill out:
o Dialogue: Please read the following 2 consent forms. The first outlines the details of
our program and your willingness to agree to the participation terms. The other
consent outlines how we manage your medical information and asks if you would
consider being involved in future research studies should you qualify. If you have
any questions about the terms of the consents please do not hesitate to ask.
o Collect the Consent forms before patient leaves clinic
o Ensure patient has initialed consent form, instead of an “x” or “√”
 Collect fee:
o Offer the different payment options
o Collect full fee, reduced fee or installment payment
o If patient cannot pay in full or needs the fee waived, give the „Application For
Program Fee Assistance‟ form to complete
 Give completed „Application For Program Fee Assistance‟
form to the Program Manager

OPTION B: PATIENT IS NOT INTERESTED IN CWIC PROGRAM



Give patient the red resource binder:
Explain that this binder has educational material and information about our program
o Chapter 2 reviews what coronary artery disease is, overview of risk factors and
commonly asked questions from patients such as when you can drive, return to
work etc.
o Chapter 4 has nutrition education
o Chapter 5 reviews exercise and heart disease



After the Cardiologist is finished with the chart, it is given to the designated Admin to:
Compile and mail the Exercise Stress Test Reports
Enter hospital lab work into CWICstart under „Initial Lab Work‟
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PATIENT LABEL:

Enter smoking status, weight and BMI in CWICstart
Print off the Risk Factor Profile sheets x 2 and place on front of green chart
Place all acquired sheets from appointment into chart



The ECAC Admin Clinic designate will:
Chart in Progress Notes that patient is not interested in CWIC Program at this time
Email the RN and Exercise Specialist team that the patient is not interested in the CWIC
Program
Place chart on Exercise Specialist‟s desk to program exercise



The designated Admin will complete the discharge process when the chart is received from
the Exercise Specialist.

NOTE: THIS ECAC PROCESS DOCUMENT
Will be filed in the patient‟s manila chart behind the blue „Medication Record‟ sheet
Always work off the original process document; a second process document is not to be
started
Check off and initial each box when the boxed section is complete
If your entry is on a different date from when the patient‟s document was originally dated,
date your new entry along with your initials
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GETTING STARTED WITH CARDIAC REHABILITATION
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Tyler Threlfall
p: 403-296-6930
e: tthrelfall@cwic.ca

CONTACT INFORMATION

For more information on the
Cardiac Wellness Institute’s
Early Cardiac Access Model,
please contact:

